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Let’s Get This Party Started

See Desktop Version for best user experience

Go to Suitable.co, click on Log in.
Enter your KSU student email.

Enjoy the Mobile Version for a quick and convenient user experience

Download the Suitable app to your phone. It is available for both Apple and Android.

PROFILE

Here is your student profile. This is where you can track your activities + points + see your position on the Leaderboard.

ACTIVITIES

Here you will find all + upcoming and past activities for Coles College students. These resources and activities will shape your ability to succeed after graduation and reinforce the value of connection to create a lifelong learner prepared for the future of work.

Your activities are searchable by name + level or competencies.

- Levels 1 activities = 10pts
- Level 2 activities = 20pts

Most activities will have an applied due date (don’t freak out – just plan ahead)
If you are enrolled in BUSA 4150, for example, you must complete the requirements for each category in that specific badge. (Fact: You can go to tons of events and still not pass the course)

- Be sure to pay attention!
Remember, plan ahead, be resourceful and don’t panic. The Flight Academy is here to see you soar.

You + Suitable got this.